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This is not an example of the work produced by our Essay Writing The first sources of how first-mover competitive
advantage could be.

Sometimes fence-sitting till other firm has tested the waters in an industry may be a prudent business strategy
than jumping straight away in order to be the first mover. The FTC alleged that these firms had sustained their
high profit rates through a strategy of tacit collusion in preempting supermarket shelf space and product
differentiation niches. Since the replacement technology often appears while the old technology is still
growing, it may be difficult for an incumbent to perceive the threat and take adequate preventative steps.
Guasch and Weiss assess free-rider effects operating in the labor market. Another disadvantage lies in
perspective. Dewey's theoretical practicality, concern with collaboration, experience, reflectionâ€¦. Therefore
the late movers will enjoy the moment such as incident occurs. The first individual I will describe is John
Dewey: John Dewey had the most impactful influence to the growth of enlightening discerning in the
twentieth century. When we talk of being first movers, it means that as a company, we are going to introduce
the new commodity in the market as the first company. Such preemption requires the presence of some scale
economies in the form of fixed costs. This does not have to apply to late movers, as a company will only enter
the market when it is precise that there is complete consumer awareness and that the product has shown
success in the market. We categorize mechanisms that confer advantages and disadvantages on firstmover
firms, and critically assess the relevant theoretical and empirical literature. Get Essay There is also a growing
body of empirical literature on order-of-entry effects. The author then discuss the challenges related with each
research streams and areas of overlap and disagreement within them and outline associated research Case
Study : Apple Inc. These include the time and resources spent in qualifying a new supplier, the cost of
ancillary products such as software for a new computer, and the time, disruption, and financial burdens of
training employees. With the help of applications like Whatsapp, not only has it become more convenient to
send texts but is also very fast as telecom operators use separate timeslots for data while the timeslots for SMS
are common for the voice service as well. For example, the firm may be able to set industry standards in its
favor. In these models the incumbent may successfully deter new entry, as in Spence , Dixit , Gilbert and
Harris and Eaton and Ware  The operation plan is aimed at helping the company design a proper structure in
the way it accomplishes its tasks. Entry in an uncertain mark2t obviously involves a high degree of risk. In
other instances latemover firms have been successful largely because they were able to exploit existing assets
in areas such as marketing, distribution, and customer reputation-e. Airline frequent-flyer programs fit in this
category Klemperer,  This though might have been a costly affair to the first movers in training the employees.
And, as we discuss below, organizational inertia has often led firms to continue investing in their existing
asset base well beyond the point where such investments are economically justified. Thus they provide a
rationale for pursuit of market share. Technological leadership First-movers can gain advantage through
sustainable leadership in technology. The first mover is able to strategically pick the location of prime office
space and manufacturing facilities giving them a better location for sales and production. Docutel, as the
pioneer, supplied virtually all of the automatic teller machine market up to late  Their large market shares tend
to persist because perceptions and preferences, once formed, are difficult to alter. Here, the enlarged capacity
of the incumbent serves as a commitment to maintain greater output following entry, with price cuts
threatened to make entrants unprofitable. In the end, it will enable the company to set subsequent standards for
the commodities in the industry to be followed by competitors. As mentioned previously, imitation costs are
lower than innovation costs in most industries. First-mover advantages arise endogenously within a
multi-stage process, as illustrated in Figure 1. Even though it might be a hard task for the late movers to
imitate the commodity, when they succeed in the imitation, this might negate the advantages that the company
as a first mover has. The recent burgeoning of theoretical work in industrial economics provides a rich set of
models that help make understanding of first-mover advantages more precise. One empirical study of
first-mover advantages in controlling natural resources is Main  By coupling spatial preemption at the retail
level with an extremely efficient distribution network, the firm has been able to defend its position and earn
sustained high profits.


